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As cities experience a major 
paradigm shift from a mid 20th

century land-use segregated, 
auto-oriented configuration to a 
more sustainable, compact, 
mixed urban form a  key 
component of this shift is a focus 
on exploiting the vast reserves of 
underutilized obsolescent lands. 
THIS IS OFTEN THE PLACE WHERE 
CITIES ARE REINVENTING 
THEMSELVES 



as the post-war North American 
Dream has loses its lustre

and a competing ‘dream’ emerges 
reflecting very different priorities 

People (especially the young) are voting with their feet choosing to live in neighborhoods 
where you can walk to buy groceries, take transit to work.

The back story
Big forces are propelling this change – economic, social, environmental 



Pembina Institute - 2014 Home Location Preference Survey 
Understanding where GTA residents prefer to live and commute



The attraction of convenience - walkability!

Jobs (and shopping) follow residents



Responding to this shift for the past several decades a remarkable 
transformation of the Toronto waterfront has been underway from east to west 
making it the city’s new frontier and a major focus for growth 



The waterfront has gone from an isolated fringe to a new ‘heart’ of the city as its 
context has been radically altered by intensive redevelopment and public space

2002

2015



It is a huge multi-generational undertaking with major opportunities for sustainable 
mixed-use growth in all sectors oriented to a huge investment in new infrastructure, 
including transit, parks, trails, community services and amenities 



WATERFRONT TORONTO  - expanding common ground while making Massive Change

By leading with the public realm By leading with the public realm 



Redesign of Queens Quay as a Greenway 



As a 21st century nieghbourhood reflecting new priorities replaces an industrial port



Leading with public realm – tangible evidence of success



An extraordinary transformation underway on industrial brownfields
Surrounding Fort York 



Under the ‘deck’ a new world of possibilities revealed   



77,000 new residents in 7 emerging neighbourhoods



Re-imagining the totality of the change….the AHA moment



Then with a great act of Civic Generosity…. 









Constraints become particular opportunities for alchemy 
and fusion



Ripple effects - chain reactions as backs become new fronts 
Negotiations, Collaborations, Coordination, Redesign
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More changes on the horizon by autonomous actors creating a new place in the city



Vision for Rail Deck Park 





Garrison Creek Mouth Park 



Upgrading of National  Fort York National Historic Site with new trails



Fort York Pedestrian Cycle Bridge 



West Toronto Rail Path extended to downtown



Extension of Stanley Park 



Former incinerator the ‘Destructor ’ becomes new cultural facility



‘Stackt ’ a temporary container market at 28 Bathurst St. 



Redevelopment of the Abattoir site provides new links 



An international competition launched in 2007 for  the Lower Don Lands
The goal, a unifying and inspiring concept merging the natural and the urban
Design as holistic problem solving:
• Re-naturalize
• Riverfront park system 
• New development 
• Connect neighbourhoods 
• Prioritize transit and trails

Toronto - Lower Don Lands 











Lateral solutions – multiple uses overlap



Accommodating diversity in the Plan

Coloured ‘Dot Map” showing distribution of uses







TTommy thompson Park – aka “the Spit” 2002

As this transformation occurs, the incredible restorative power of nature



Tommy thompson Park – aka “the Spit” 2009



The power of this contrasting duality of city/nature in former industrial lands  – Buenos Aires 



Saint Paul on the Mississippi – the full cycle 



An epiphany – the Great River Park 



10 Principles



Saint Paul ON the Mississippi Development Framework 

Embracing and working with the River 



A Development Framework and the means to implement it – the Design Center



A City – denser, greener,
connected  

The revival of a powerful regional greenway concept 



A long range program of incremental development and phased public realm investment







Major new initiative

Next great Framework effort - whole City on the River
• Renewing the ‘compact’  
• Strengthen greatest competitive advantage –

‘Great River Park’
• Apply what has worked to the whole length 

of the Mississippi 



Re-connecting with Boston Harbor and Charles River Basin 



The Big Dig , Boston



The City fills in and re-orients  to the water on 
former industrial lands …



SymbiocitySymbiocitySymbiocitySymbiocity

Stockholm







Waste
• An underground automated waste 

disposal system reduces the transports 
in the area and makes it easy to sort the 
waste.

• As does a block based system of 
recycling rooms and area-based 
environmental stations.

• All recyclable material is 
recycled: newspapers,
glass, cardboard, metals, 
etc.



Citizen Participation

- Public Consultation

- Focus groups

- Interview

- Surveys

- Walking tours

Individualised ITC 

- Monitoring

Public Involvement /Lifestyle















Brooklyn Bridge park provides new connections to and along the East River 





An enormous variety of experiences stretching the definition of park on its trajectory 





New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Atlanta, Miami, Austin, Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles, Chicago, Seattle, Toronto 

Simultaneous discovery unleashing enormous potential of post industrial sites   


